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The inspiration, support and 
cooperation of faculties/professors 
and college management at GCM is 
really  immeasurable. GCM guided us 
to implement theoretical knowledge 
in professional life. I got wonderful 
environment for learning and 
personality development at GCM. 

Finance Director/Proprietor, M-Each Group of Technology Pvt. Ltd.

Dear Prospective Students and 
Guardians!

This indeed is a great moment to 
have an opportunity to welcome 
all our promising youth from 
every corner of our geography to 
Global College of Management, a 
top ranked institution exclusively 
devoted to management studies 
from +2 through to university 
programs. Needless to overstate, 
Global College of Management 
(GCM) has become the first choice 
of the young students seeking to 
explore their career goals with higher 
achievements. GCM offers a very 
conducive learning environment 
for scholarly minds to prepare them 
for career oriented higher education 
in the field of management and 
business studies. 

Our scholars on graduating BBS and 
MBS from GCM have been holding 
senior positions in their professional 
life and many of them are managing 
their own business ventures as 
they have been groomed ethically 
sound and professionally optimistic 
character. 

The curricular and co-curricular 
activities at GCM have contributed 
to unleashing hidden talents of each 
of our student and have helped in 

promoting critical and innovative 
thinking that eventually would 
become indispensable for higher 
studies and prospective professional 
career. The historical performance 
records show that our students are 
humble, hard-working, passionate to 
learn, and result oriented, that they 
manifest throughout while being 
with us at GCM.

I warmly invite all career oriented 
students to GCM who are in pursuit 
of a right place for management 
education to experience our 
outstanding academic setting within 
Nepal. We provide a welcoming 
environment where all students may 
drop in or make an appointment.   

Dr. Khagendra P. Ojha
Principal  

A warm welcome 
from the Principal

Welcome to Nepal’s 
leading Tu affiliated 
college offering Bachelor 
and Master level courses 
in management.
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 Top ranking college for business 
education in Nepal

 Academic programs with focus on innovative 
teaching methodologies and research

 Well educated, experienced and 
committed faculty

 Mandatory internships, seminars and 
practical training programs 

 Good track record of student placement 

 Focus on developing social and 
employability skills 

 Scholarships to meritorious students 

 Service learning opportunities through 
social and outreach programs 

 Excellent infrastructure facilities 

 Inculcates cultural values, imparts 
discipline, encourages diversity, 
empowers the disadvantaged and offers 
quality education

At GCM we are preparing for 
a new future. Business and 
socio-economic environment 
in Nepal has been changing 
and it is getting harder and 
harder to separate work 
and education. As members 
of tomorrow’s workforce, 
students are going to need the 
skills and experiences that 
give them the edge and make 
them employable.
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Why GCM?
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Welcome, Prospective Students! 

It is an honour and a privilege to be associated with GCM that stands for excellence and 
high academic standards. We feel proud to provide quality education to our students 
by equipping them with skills, confidence and a positive approach for their all round 
development. The College encourages students to participate in various co-curricular and 
extra-curricular activities. Even basic skills classes are available for those who may need 
extra help with math, computing, reading and professional writing skills.

Our future strategic focus is to further enhance quality of the academic programs and 
their delivery and to ensure maximum institutional support to our faculty members and 
students. It is our commitment to respond more proactively to our students’ academic 
needs. The Academic Advising Office is here to help you plan and coordinate your time 
at GCM. We work hard to assist every student who has questions or needs guidance in 
their academics. 

Prem R. Pant, Ph.D.
Professor of Management

Message from the Academic Advisor
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MISSION
GCM's mission is to provide modern 
academic programs that are results 
oriented and that focus on the student’s 
needs, so that every graduate may 
aspire to become a competent and 
qualified professional, in today’s rapidly 
changing environment. We aspire to 
achieve excellence in our endeavour by 
providing:
n The best possible opportunities for 

learning and skills development
n A creative and exciting partnership 

with our faculty, staff and business 
community

n A welcoming, safe and supportive 
learning environment

OUR PHILOSOPHY 
GCM always remains 
firm to its student-
centered philosophy by 
providing contemporary 
academic programs and 
education that are result-
oriented and focused on 
the student, yielding in 
each graduate becoming 
a distinguished and 
expert professional.

VISION
Gcm aims to be a 
reputed learning centre 
recognized for its 
excellence in teaching 
and research in business 
and management 
studies.

Global College of Management (GCM), under the ownership of Pro-Ed. Ltd., is an 
English medium co-educational institution. The promoting team of GCM consists of 
well-known academicians, entrepreneurs and professionals. The College offers courses 
for Bachelor of Business Studies (BBS) and Master in Business Studies (MBS) programs. 
These programs are affiliated to Tribhuvan University. The College also offers +2 program 
(Management) under a separate governing system.

The primary aim of the College is to prepare capable human resources to meet the needs 
of business, industry and government in different functional areas of management. 
We firmly believe that students can be transformed to serve the nation as the distinct 
and extensively useful human resource provided that they get exposed to academic 
environment backed up by relevant and comfortable physical facilities. 

GCM provides very congenial environment enriched with appealing physical facilities, 
Excellent class interiors and superb looking college building with abundantly sanitized 
premises. The newly built College building has standard classrooms equipped with teaching 
aids like power-point projectors, audio-visual equipment, and high-tech seminar halls.  
The College is also equipped with very spacious stage decors,  computer labs availed with 
unlimited Internet access, student lounge, cafeteria, rest rooms, indoor sport facilities, 
parking spaces, and a very spacious library having abundant hard as well as e-resources.

We firmly believe that 
students can be transformed 
to serve the nation as the 
distinct and extensively 
useful human resources 
provided that they get 
exposed to academic 
environment backed up by 
relevant and comfortable 
physical facilities. 

CORE VALUES
The values of GCM provide the 
foundation for all our academic 
endeavours and student-related 
programs and activities. The core 
values of GCM that guide in 
fulfilling its mission are: 
n Integrity and honesty
n Commitment to excellence
n Creative expression
n Discipline
n Equality 
n Accountability 
n Ethics and social responsibility

Global College of Management Our Philosophy

The guidance of faculties and 
management pulled me in the 
field of entrepreneurship. Event 
management practices that we 
did during graduation at Global 
College of Management helped 
enter into the professional life 
very easily. I saw the real picture 
of society after involving in some 
social welfare programs at GCM.

Kamala Sharma, Proprietor, KPM Traders
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Dear Prospective Students!

BBS and MBS programs intend to 
open a variety of career and educational 
pathways to you. Many of our BBS and 
MBS students successfully completed 
their education from this College and are 
now well placed professionally. We are 
dedicated to working closely with you to 
help you to master your courses and to 
select a satisfying career goal. 

Progress of an academic institution depends 
mainly on performance of the students in 
academics, sports and cultural activities along 
with maintaining high values and ethics. We 
anticipate that your days with us at GCM 
will be beneficial to your career plans as well 
as to your personal development. While your 
studies are the most important components 
of your time with us, we also hope that you 
have an enjoyable social life at the College 
and take the opportunity to meet a wide 
variety of people from all over the country.

We hope that you take advantage of all the 
services and opportunities the College offers 
you to help you succeed in your studies and 
make your time with us rewarding.  I am 
proud to say that our students are doing 
excellent in academics, sports and cultural 
activities with high values and ethics. Our 
students not only receive excellent training 
and occupational guidance, but develop 
friendships and professional contacts that 
last long after their graduation.

Please look at all of the programs 
and services we have to offer you. If 
you choose to come to GCM, we are 
committed to your success. You are 
most welcome to visit me any time with 
concerns or just to introduce yourself.

Tulashi Ram Shrestha
Program Coordinator

Welcome Message from the 
Program Coordinator

Research Committee
Prof. Pushkar Bajracharya, Ph.D. (Delhi), Chairman 
Prof. Prem Raj Pant, Ph.D. (Chandigarh), Member
Prof.  Radheshayam Pradhan, Ph.D. (Delhi), Member
Prof. Azaya Bikram Sthapit, Ph.D. (Delhi), Member

Accountancy
Khagendra P. Ojha, Ph.D. (UW)
Achyut Gyawali, Ph.D. Scholar (TU)
Indra B. Bohara, M.Phil. (TU) 
Ram P. Nyaupane, M.Phil. (TU) 
Joginder Goet, MBA (TU)
Tulashi Ram Shrestha, MBS (TU)

Finance 
Prof. Radheshayam Pradhan, Ph.D. (Delhi) 
Churamani Pandey, M.Phil. (TU)
Santosh Mainali, MBS (TU) 
Narayan Koirala, MBA (TU)

Economics
Ganga Dhar Dahal, Ph.D. Scholar (UW)
Nar Bahadur Bista, Ph.D. (UW)
Nirmal K. Neupane, M.Phil. (TU)
Pramod Pyara Shrestha, M. Phil. (TU)

English/ Business Communication
Narayan P. Chudal, Ph.D. (TU) 
Raj Kumar Gurung, Ph.D. (TU)
Bhabesh Kumar Labh, M.Phil. (TU)
Lalita Chand, MA (BHU, India)
Ashok Sapkota, M.A. (TU)  

A young, dynamic and 
committed team of 
faculty members under 
the guidance of very 
senior professors, works 
enthusiastically to 
undertake the teaching 
and research activities. 
Faculty members and 
administrative staff are 
highly motivated and 
dedicated to ensure 
the conducive learning 
environment at the 
College. High degree of 
discipline is maintained 
by our faculty and 
staff members which 
has carved a niche for 
GCM in promoting the 
academic environment. 

The Academic Team

MIS/ Computer Science
Mahesh S. Kathayat, B.E. (CS), MBA (PoU)
Him Koirala, PG in CS (INGNOU)

General Management
Prof. Subarna Lal Bajracharya, Ph.D. (Delhi)
Binod Kumar Bista, Ph.D. Scholar (SIU)
Balaram Chapagain, Ph.D. Scholar (TU)
Kapil Gnawali, LLM (TU) 
Bishnu P. Sharma, MBA (NBU, India) 
Sabita Shah (Thakuri), MBS (TU)

Marketing
Saroj Mishra, MBA (TU), MBA (Pakistan) 
Yam P. Chaulagain, MBA (TU), MAIR (UW)

Mathematics and Statistics
Amba Datt Joshi, M.Sc. (TU) 
Dhurba Silwal, M.Sc. (TU) 
Mukunda Jha, M.Sc. (TU) 

Visiting Faculties
Prof. Pushkar Bajracharya, Ph.D. (Delhi)
Tilak Rawal, Ph.D. (Dhaka)
Prof. Azaya Bikram Sthapit, Ph.D. (Delhi) 
Prof. Madav Raj Koirala, PhD (Delhi)
Prof. Prakash Muni Bajracharya, Ph.D. (Moscow)
Prof. John Walsh PhD (Dean, SIU)
Prof. Lena Ramfelt, PhD (Stanford, USA)
Karan Singh Thagunna, Ph.D. (USA) 
Manish Thapa, PhD (Tokyo University, Japan)
Niraj Poudyal, Ph.D. (USA)
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Program Objectives
The objective of the MBS program is to 
enable the students to work as competent 
managers and to meet the demand to 
higher level managers in organizations, 
particularly in the functional area of 
the management. Upon graduation, 
a student should be able to function 
as manager in business, industry, 
government and non-government sector, 
in and outside of country in the areas 
of accounting, finance, marketing and 
general management. The MBS program 
specially aims to:
1. Equip the students with required 

conceptual knowledge of business and 
management.

COURSE STRUCTURE
The curriculum for MBS degree comprises three 
separate and distinct course components including 
core course, specialization course and thesis. Core 
business course integrate all analytical and functional 
areas and provide the students with an appreciation 
of the diversity and inter-relationship of business 
and management issues. Specialization can be done 
in different functional areas like accounting, finance, 
marketing, and general management. Students need 
to write thesis in the final semester based on their 
research. The following subjects are taught throughout 
the MBS program;

First Semester
MGT 519 Managerial Communication
MKT 511 Marketing Management
ECO 512 Managerial Economics
MGT 513 Organizational Behavior
MSC 514 Statistical Methods

Second Semester
MGT 515 Human Resource Management
MSC 516 International Business
ACC 517 Management Accounting
MGT 518 Business Environment
FIN 510 Financial Management

Third Semester
MSC 520 Production and Operations Management
MSC 521 Research Methodology
ACC 522 Accounting for Decision Making and Control
MGT 523 Strategic Management
MGT 524 Entrepreneurship

Fourth Semester
Finance (Three Subjects)
Marketing (Three Subjects)
Accountancy (Three Subjects)
Management (Three Subjects)
MGT 525 Thesis

Finance 
(Specialization)

Marketing 
(Specialization)

Management 
(Specialization)

Accountancy 
(Specialization)

FIN 650 Asset 
Management

MKT 657 
Consumer 
Behavior

- ACC 671 Advanced 
Financial 
Accounting

FIN 651 Capital 
Structure 
Management

MKT 658 
International 
Marketing

MGT 665 
Organizational 
Development 
and Change

ACC 672 Corporate 
Taxation

FIN 652 
Working capital 
Management

MKT 659 Brand 
Management

MGT 666 
Quality 
Management

ACC 673 Cost 
Management

FIN 653 Security 
Analysis and 
Portfolio 
Management

MKT 660 Sales 
Management

MGT 667 
Recent Trends in 
Management

ACC 674 
Contemporary 
Auditing

FIN 654 Financial 
Markets and 
Institutions

MKT 661 Retail 
Management

MGT 668 
Organizational 
Theory

ACC 675 Financial 
and accounting 
control

FIN 655 
International 
Financial 
Management

MKT 662 
Industrial 
Marketing

MGT 669 
Performance 
Management 

ACC 676 
Accounting Theory 
and Financial 
Reporting

FIN 656 Financial 
Derivatives and 
Market

MKT 663 
Services 
Marketing

MGT 670 
Leadership and 
Communication

Management 
Control system

Thesis Thesis Thesis Thesis

Specialization Courses ( Any three + Thesis)

2. Prepare managers in the functional 
areas of management.

3. Develop knowledge and skill of 
business environment in national and 
global perspectives.

4. Encourage entrepreneurial capabilities 
in students to make them effective 
change agents in the Nepalese society.

5. Develop research capability in the 
students.

ADMISSION PROCEDURE
ELIGIBILITY
The applicant should have a Bachelor’s 
degree in management/commerce 
or related discipline from Tribhuvan 
University or any other university 
recognized by TU.

ENTRANCE TEST AND INTERVIEW
Eligible candidates should fill the 
Common Management Admission Test 
(CMAT) form and submit to the college 
administration and should appear in 
CMAT test as scheduled by the FOM, 
TU. The test comprises the questions 
related to verbal ability, quantitative 
ability, business and economics, logical 
reasoning and general awareness.

n	The applicant must pass the Common 
Management Admission Test (CMAT) 
conducted by the FOM, TU. 

n	Each candidate on getting through the 
entrance test is called for interview.

n	The result for admission is published 
on the basis of weighted average marks 
of the entrance, interview and past 
academic performance.

MBS Program

Compulsion of different co-curricular 
activities at GCM boosted my 
confidence level. Different soft skill 
trainings and experiential learning 
with career counselling at GCM 
enhanced professionalism at me. We 
got chance to be familiar with the 
modern technologies and business 
world realities at GCM. 

Branch manager, Megha Bank Limited
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Program Objectives
The objective of the BBS program 
at GCM is to develop students into 
competent junior level managers for any 
sector of organized activities. The program 
is based on the principle that graduates 
will spent a major portion of their life 
in a constantly changing environment. 
Therefore the student should have an 
opportunity to obtain a broad knowledge 
of the concepts and reality-based skills 
underlying the operation and management 
of organizations.

Upon graduation, a student should be 
equipped to function as a manager in 
business, industry and government. The 
graduate should also have a variety of 
career opportunities in different sectors of 
business including entrepreneurship and 
create much needed jobs for others.

The BBS program specially attempts to:
1. Equip students with the required 

conceptual knowledge of business 
and administration to develop general 
management perspective in them.

2. Develop required attitude, abilities 
and practical skill in students which 
constitute a foundation for their growth 
into concept and responsible business 
managers.

3. Encourage entrepreneurial capabilities in 
students to make them effective change 
agents in the Nepalese society.

4. Develop necessary background for 
higher studies in management and 
thereafter take up careers in teaching, 
research and consultancy.

BBS 
Program

ENTRANCE TEST  
AND INTERVIEW 
Eligible students should fill the 
application form distributed by the 
college and submit in the college 
administration. candidates must 
appear the college Admission Test 
(cAT) as scheduled by the college. 
The test comprises the questions 
related to verbal ability, quantitative 
ability, business and economics, logical 
reasoning and general awareness.

Each candidate on getting through 
the entrance test is called for 
interview. The final result of 
successful candidates for admission 
is published on the basis of 
weighted average of the entrance 
test, interview and +2 marks.

ADMISSION PROCEDURES

ELIGIBILITY
Candidates seeking admissions to 
BBS program:

1. must have successfully completed 
the PCL or +2 in business/
commerce or an equivalent 
course from Higher Secondary 
Education Board, or from 
Tribhuvan University, or from 
any other university/ Board 
recognized by TU.

2. must have studied English as a 
full paper at the PC Level or +2 
program or equivalent.

CURRICULAR STRUCTURE
The curriculum for BBS degree comprises: A 
strong foundation in allied areas of business such 
as language, economic analysis, legal environment, 
quantitative methods and research methods to prepare 
graduates to understand, analyze and comprehend the 
management concepts, theories and practice.

First Year (500)
Business English 100
Microeconomics 100
Business Statistics 100
Principles of Management 100
Accounting for Financial Analysis 100

Second Year (500)
Business Communication 100
Macroeconomics 100
Cost and Management Accounting 100
Fundamentals of Marketing 100
Foundations of Human Resource Management 100

Third Year (500)
Business Environment and Strategy 100
Fundamentals of Financial Management 100
Business Law 100
Taxation and Auditing 100
Organizational Behaviour 100

Fourth Year (500)
Entrepreneurship and Enterprise Development 100
Concentration I 100
Concentration II 100
Concentration III 100
Business Research Methods 50
Final Project 50
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STUDENT-CENTRED TEACHING 
METHODS 
Teaching methodology at GCM 
is virtually student-centered. It is 
supported by much updated teaching 
learning techniques that encourage 
active classroom participation. 
Our multiple teaching methods 
are: in-depth textual analysis and 
comprehensive in-class exercises 
on business cases drawn from 
national and international contexts. 
Various activities such as tutorials, 
seminars, library research, self-study, 
collaborative study, presentations and 
discussions, study tours, and project 
works are the most regularly used 
teaching techniques at GCM.  Our 
classes are friendly, welcoming and 
supportive and our tutors will make 
students' experience both enjoyable 
and stimulating.   

USE OF MODERN TEACHING 
AIDS
Teaching and learning at GCM is 
virtually supported by and equipped 
with advanced digital technology. 
Computer labs, library, class rooms, 
seminar and activity halls, faculty 
cubes, staff rooms, and MIS unit are 
all provided with an access to WIFI 
and Internet facilities. These facilities 
motivate students to be involved in 
spontaneous study, academic networking 
and undertaking project works. 

ISSUE-FOCUSED SEMINARS 
AND GROUP DISCUSSIONS
MBS and senior BBS students 
are assigned the study topics 
and issues related to business 
and administration for study 
and presentation. Students are 
encouraged to work in teams to 
undertake project works, case 
analysis, and article reviews. 
Periodic seminars are organized 
by the College by inviting outside 
experts and professionals. Students 
are encouraged to make their 
presentations in these seminars using 
power points. 

CASE STUDY
GCM encourages students to be active 
in knowledge creation through case 
development. Cases based on local and 
global realities are assigned to students 
for written analysis and class-room 
presentation. Concerned faculties will 
work as resource persons to help and 
guide students in their analysis and 
ensure their creativity and maturity in 
case analysis.  Students develop their 
problem solving and critical analysis 
skills by analyzing different business 
situations.

SOCIAL WORK
GCM students regularly participate 
in social events and community 
welfare like social awareness building, 
blood donations, fund raising 
campaigns during natural calamities 
and occasional outreach programs. 

INDUSTRIAL VISITS & 
EXCURSIONS
GCM has established official links 
with many business houses in and 
out of Kathmandu valley so that 
students get an opportunity to visit 
these organizations and explore various 
business related issues and problems 
facing these organizations. Students also 
get the opportunity to learn from their 
best business practices. These visits, 
observations and study of organizations 
provide real-life practical exposure to 
students. Students also learn about the 
business practices and culture from 
such visits. In many occasions, students 
are taken for one day excursions as 
required by the courses. 

INTERACTIVE LEARNIINGS 
AND PRESENTATIONS
Presentation is a core teaching 
pedagogy as used at GCM. Faculty 
members give students freedom 
to select the topics of their choice 

and relevance for power point 
presentations. Technical and logistic 
supports to students to prepare power 
points are provided by the College. 
These presentations often become a 
part of students' internal evaluation.        

WRITING AND PUBLISHING
GCM regularly offers an 
opportunity to its students to 
take part in writing competitions. 
The best write-ups of students 
are awarded and published in the 
newsletter and college magazine. 
Utmost care is given to ensure the 
participation of each student in 
writing articles, book reviews, essays, 
etc. to be published in the college 
magazine. Graduate level students 
can contribute their research based 
work to be published in the College 
journal.  The college publishes 
brochures, prospectus and news 
bulletins with the active involvement 
of students. 

THESIS & PROJECT WORK
Students of BBS and MBS at GCM 
are regularly involved in different 
research works on various topics as 
part of their degree requirements. 
The major research works comprise 
thesis writing for MBS students and 
project work for BBS students. Thesis 
and project work are mandatory.

INTERNSHIP (EXPERIENTIAL 
LEARNING)
The BBS and MBS students at 
GCM are deputed to various 
financial institutions and other 
business organizations during 
their study period for experiential 
learning. The main objective of the 
internship program is to provide 
students an opportunity to get 
practical and professional exposure 
to business practices and realities.

Teaching 
Approach and 
Methodology
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Student Services
All students have the opportunity to 
access support to help them achieve 
their course and progress to further 
study.

Learning support is provided by our 
faculty members, all of whom are 
experienced in meeting the needs of 
those with a wide range of learning 
difficulties. Support offered includes:
n	In class and assignment support.
n	Functional skills to include 

coaching in English, 
Mathematics, IT, and 
Communication Skills.

n	Advice for further studies.
n	Support finding an internship 

placement.

Administrative support 
The main administrative support for 
students comes from the Principal 
and Program Coordinator. The 
Principal’s Office coordinates 
requests received from students 
and follows up to ensure that all 
student requests have been attended 
to on time and according to the 
established criteria of the College.

Career Skill Development 
Our professional and dedicated 
teaching and administrative staff 
have a wealth of experience and 
expertise and are well placed to 
provide students with the support 

and resources they need to 
enhance their skills for life 
and work, helping with CV 
writing, interview preparation 
and anything else they might 
need to get them ready to apply 
for jobs.

Student Counseling 
Career counseling is a follow up 
program offered right from the 
time students get enrolled and 
continues through till the end of 
the academic session.

Students may experience 
problems that can affect their 
studies negatively and reduces 
their chances of success. 
Struggling students specifically 
are invited to make use of this 
service to assist them with 
solving their study problems.  

Students are frequently exposed 
to career counselors, and 
throughout their stay at GCM, 
full time counselors are deputed 
to extend support to address 
students’ academic difficulties 
and personal problems and 
provide career directions. 

GCM offers services to 
students, including brief 
individual counseling/
psychotherapy, consultation 
and group counseling. 

Support, Guidance 
and Counseling

Student 
Placement
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Amba Datt Joshi 
Vice-Principal

STUDENTS PLACEMENT 

BANKING AND 
FINANCIAL 
INSTITUTIONS

CORPORATE 
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GCM provides a platform for 
students' employment and 
their career and professional 
growth. BBS and MBS students 
are invited to appear for 
employment interviews with 
different corporate houses. 
Such programs are arranged 
twice a year:  one after the final 
board examination of BBS and 
another after the final board 
examination of MBS. In these 
programs, human resource 
managers of different business 
organizations and multinational 
companies are invited to 
assess and interview the 
students. If the students meet 
the job requirements of the 
company, they are invited for 
employment. Many of GCM 
students were selected and 
offered employment by these 
companies in the past.

GCM’s Placement Office makes 
necessary contacts with reputable 
national and multinational 
companies for our students’ 
internship and placements. 
To date, GCM students have 
successfully secured internship 
placements at:

n	Citizens’ Bank International
n	Global IME Bank
n	Nepal SBI Bank
n	Kumari Bank
n	Nabil Bank
n	Nepal Bank
n	Rastriya Banijya Bank
n	Civil Bank
n	Standard Chartered Bank
n	Nepal Life Insurance
n	Shikhar Insurance
n	Vishal Group
n	Morang Auto Works
n	Hama Group of Industries
n	Panchakanya Group
n	Batas Organization
n	TBI Group
n	Reliance Trade International
n	Bottlers Nepal
n	Universal Group
n	Gorkha Brewery
n	Frox Frontline Extra Career Pvt. Ltd.
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GCM strictly follows the disciplinary codes. These codes 
for students are aimed at: 
n	upholding the name and reputation of GCM; 
n	maintaining order, discipline, safety and security at 

GCM;
n	ensuring the integrity of the academic and 

assessment processes of GCM. 

Any conduct of a student which contravenes the 
disciplinary code and/or negatively impacts on these 
goals may be regarded as misconduct and subject to 
disciplinary measures. The general supervision and 
control of student discipline at GCM vests with the 
Office of the Principal.

Talent Shows and Cultural Learning 
GCM lays special emphasis on cultural as well as social 
skill building programs such as photography, arts and 
craft, dance and music, and dramatics. Full participation 
of students in games and sports is highly encouraged 
under the motto “a sound mind in a sound body”.

GCM observes several functions and celebrates 
occasions to provide opportunity to students to 
exhibit their talent and aptitude through cultural 
programs, social events, and stage performance 
activities. GCM organizes cultural events and music 
competitions regularly by inviting students to show 
their talents. Similarly, there are annual events 
like welcome and farewell programs which are 
organized with the active involvement of students. 

Extra-
Curricular 
Activities

Prominent Chairs

General 
Principles 
and Rules

Dear students, parents and guardians,
Global College of Management has left no 
stone unturned to achieving today’s academic 
height under the academically sound 
management team that vowed to develop 
GCM into a quality educational institution 
for those students who aspire to excel and 
conquer something meaningful in their life 
professionally. A retrospective view reveals 
that the progress achieved thus is not far from 
being decent. We are, however, not being 
complacent.  Identically, I feel confident to 
reiterate our commitment to promoting close 
relationship with the business studies and 
industrial community, making our institution 
an exciting one to associate with. Dynamic and 
deserving students of business studies are best 
served at GCM, we would like to make it loud 
and clear. Quality education guaranteed at 
GCM and the associated costs simply reflect our 
determination to create a healthy competitive 
environment in Nepalese education sector. We 
expect cooperation of everybody in our noble 
endeavor toward providing affordable quality 
education in Nepal.

Tilak Rawal, Ph. D.
Chairman, College Management Committee

Since inception, Global College of Management 
under Pro-Ed Ltd. has shown consistent 
performance in academics and extra-curricular 
spheres. Pro-Ed Ltd., an umbrella company of GCM, 
strives constantly to develop this institution into a 
“CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE” imparting management 
education to young men and women, grooming 
their overall personality with the highest emphasis 
on ethical values and enabling them to face 
the challenges of the industry and the nation 
at large. Pro-Ed Ltd., the mother institution of 
Global College of Management, aims to expand 
its academic horizon by promoting research 
institutions in the days to come to explore 
emerging areas in management with a view to 
constantly revamp its academic programs.

Education is a dynamic process of humanization to 
promote analytical ability, independent thinking, 
and to understand the world and society clearly 
that must be appropriate to making the youths 
confident for self employment. The basic purpose 
of education is to make people competent, and 
arouse their dormant skill so that they can be active 
partners in the task of national development. Global 
College of Management, vitalized by Pro-Ed Ltd., 
aims at imparting practice oriented education-
having relevance to market force along with holistic 
development of its students so that they can be 
suitably employed or can be a good entrepreneur. I 
welcome you to Global College of Management to 
pursue your studies in a subject close to your heart 
from among the wide spectrum of subjects offered, 
so that you can be a productive citizen of the society 
with sound moral values. Wishing you a success in 
furthering your career.

Prof. Radhe Shyam Pradhan Ph. D.
Chairman, Pro-Ed Limited

Dear students, parents and guardians,
Pro-Ed Ltd. has taken a considerable pace 
in an educational abode that will transform 
the hidden talents and potentials of an 
individual to a sound human resource in 
close collaboration with you all. It is totally 
committed towards the mission of creating 
conducive environment that will nurture and 
develop young minds into capable and deeply 
motivated human capital. Global College of 
Management under Pro-Ed Ltd., is committed 
to instill knowledge, skill, responsibility, 
discipline and commitment - the five pillars of 
success. It will be possible only through hard, 
caring and dedicated efforts of all students, 
teachers, guardians and parents, management 
and the community. The college team is highly 
encouraged to promote interactions with all 
stakeholders to realize our common ends. This 
institution is all yours and your participation 
and cooperation will help realize the goals 
of human resource development to meet the 
challenges of today and tomorrow. Let us join 
hands in shaping your wards.

Prof. Pushkar Bajracharya, Ph. D.
Founder Chairman, Pro-Ed Ltd.

GCM is now a growing family of students and 
staff dedicated to bringing out the best in all 
of its members. Our aim to provide the finest 
possible environment for teaching and learning 
is clear and our record of success is now well 
known. We are very proud of our achievements, 
but not in any way complacent. New and 
improved services for our students are constantly 
being upgraded. We are striving to make GCM a 
place for them to develop and realize their ideals. 
We all look forward to welcoming you at GCM.

Prof. Prem Raj Pant, Ph. D.
Founder Director, Pro-Ed Ltd. 
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